
Cloud

Continuous Development
DevOPS Ecosystem

(Tools)
Automate Cloud tools to

manage software and infrastructure

Jenkins Software

Code & Commit

Git
A distributed version-control system for tracking changes in computer
files and coordinating work on those files among multiple people

Source Code Management
GitHub

Service for version control using Git
Source Code Management - Web Based

Stash
Can be used to manage Git repositories, also it can be used to manage
repositories of other version control system

Repository Management System - Atlassian

IBM Rational

Tools for modular architecture and iterative development
Code Development

Visual Studio
Used to develop computer programs, as well as websites, web apps, web
services and mobile apps

Code Development - Microsoft

Eclipse
Used to develop computer programs, as well as websites, web apps, web
services and mobile apps

Code Development - Eclipse Foundation - IBM

Build & Config

Docker Easier to create, deploy, and run applications by using containers.
Containers allow a developer to package up an application with all of the
parts it needs, such as libraries and other dependencies, and ship it all
out as one package. 

Containerization

What is Docker

Maven

Used for projects build, dependency and documentation.
Maven helps to manage
builds,Documentation,Reporting,SCMs,Releases,Distribution

Build Automation (Java) - Apache Foundation

Apache Maven

Chef
Continuous automation - manage applications
and infrastructure. Infrastructure to code

Configuration Management

Ansible
Automates software provisioning, configuration management, and
application deployment.

Configuration Management - Red Hat

Ansible Site

Amazon Web Services
on-demand cloud computing platforms to individuals, companies and
governments, on a paid subscription basis.

Configuration Management - Amazon

AWS

Puppet
open-source software configuration management tool
Configuration Management

How Puppet Works

Visual Studio
Used to develop computer programs, as well as websites, web apps, web
services and mobile apps

Code Development & Configuration - Microsoft

IBM Rational
Tools for modular architecture and iterative development
Code Development & Configuration - IBM

Kubernetes

is a portable, extensible open-source platform for managing
containerized workloads and services, that facilitates both declarative
configuration and automation. It has a large, rapidly growing
ecosystem. Kubernetes services, support, and tools are widely
available.

Containerization - Open Source - Google 

What is Kubernetes

Scan & Test

SOASTA Provides services to test websites and web applications. It is a provider of
cloud-based testing services, and created a browser-based website
testing product.

Application Testing

SOASTA Wiki

Gatling
Load and Performance Testing
Gatling Site

JUnit
Application Unit Testing (Java)
JUnit Wiki

Cucumber

Software tool used by computer programmers for testing other software. It
runs automated acceptance tests written in a behavior-driven
development style.

User Acceptance Testing - Behavioral Driven Development

Cucumber Site
Behavioral Driven Development Wiki

Sonar

It covers a wide area of code quality check points which include:
Architecture & Design, Complexity, Duplications, Coding Rules, Potential
Bugs, Unit Test etc.

Code Quality Analysis - Java

Sonar Site

HP Loadrunner It is used to test applications, measuring system behaviour and
performance under load. LoadRunner can simulate thousands of users
concurrently using application software, recording and later analyzing the
performance of key components of the application.

Load and Performance Testing

LoadRunner Wiki

Selenium

Portable software-testing framework for web applications. Selenium
provides a playback tool for authoring tests without the need to learn
a test scripting language.

Automate Application Testing

Selenium Site

Release

UrbanCode Deploy (uDeploy) Automating application deployments through your environments. It is
designed to facilitate rapid feedback and continuous delivery in agile
development while providing the audit trails, versioning and approvals
needed in production.

Automate Application Deployment & Orchestration - IBM

UrbanCode Deploy Site

Serena
Provides process-based solutions for managing and automating
application development, DevOps and IT operations.

Automate Application Deployment & Orchestration

Serena Software Wiki

XLRelease
Continuous deployment, continuous integration
Automate Application Deployment & Orchestration

XLRelease Site

CollabNet

make software development connect closely to the enterprise with value
stream management.

Automate Application Deployment & Orchestration

CollabNet Site

MidVision

Specializes in Application Release Automation and Continuous Delivery
software solutions.

Automate Application Deployment & Orchestration

MidVision Site

Deploy

Amazon Web Services provides on-demand cloud computing platforms to individuals, companies
and governments, on a paid subscription basis. The technology allows
subscribers to have at their disposal a virtual cluster of computers,
available all the time, through the Internet

Cloud Computing Platform - Infrastructure as a Service

AWS Site

Pivotal Pivotal's core product is Pivotal Cloud Foundry (PCF), a cloud application
platform that allows developers to manage applications instead of
infrastructure.

Cloud Computing Platform - Platform as a Service Provider

Pivotal Software Details

Docker

an integrated container-native development experience; it launches as an
application from your Mac or Windows toolbar and provides access to the
largest library of community and certified Linux and Windows Server
content from Docker Hub

Containerization

Docker Site
Why Docker

VMWare

is a virtualization product that makes it possible to partition a single
physical server into multiple virtual machines. VMware server works with
Windows, Solaris, Linux and Netware, any or all of which can be used
concurrently on the same hardware.

Server Virtualization - Dell

VMWare Site

Microsoft .NET

.NET Framework is a software framework developed by Microsoft that
runs primarily on Microsoft Windows. It includes a large class library
named Framework Class Library and provides language interoperability
across several programming languages.

Deployment Framework - Microsoft

.NET Site

OpenStack

is a free and open-source software platform for cloud computing, mostly
deployed as infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS), whereby virtual servers
and other resources are made available to customers.[2] The software
platform consists of interrelated components that control diverse, multi-
vendor hardware pools of processing, storage, and networking resources
throughout a data center. Users either manage it through a web-based
dashboard, through command-line tools, or through RESTful web
services.

Cloud Computing Platform - OpenSource - Infrastructure as a
Service

OpenStackWiki

WebSphere

is a set of Java-based tools from IBM that allows customers to create and
manage sophisticated business Web sites. The central WebSphere tool is
the WebSphere Application Server (WAS), an application server that a
customer can use to connect Web site users with Java applications or
servlets.

Middleware - IBM

What is WebSphere

Kubernetes is a portable, extensible open-source platform for managing containerized
workloads and services, that facilitates both declarative configuration and
automation. It has a large, rapidly growing ecosystem. Kubernetes
services, support, and tools are widely available.

Containerization - Open Source - Google 

What is Kubernetes

JBoss

is a subscription-based/open-source Java EE-based application server
runtime platform used for building, deploying, and hosting highly-
transactional Java applications and services.

Application Server - Java - Open Source - Red Hat

What is JBoss

Google Cloud Engine
(Google Compute) delivers virtual machines running in Google's innovative data centers and

worldwide fiber network. Compute Engine's tooling and workflow support
enable scaling from single instances to global, load-balanced cloud
computing.

Cloud Computing Platform - Infrastructure as a Service

Google Cloud

OpenShift
Automate the build, deployment, and management of applications
Containerization - Red Hat

What is OpenShift
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Enterprise Public Cloud Options
Cloud Market Share

AWS

Microsoft

Google

Alibaba

Rackspace

IBM Cloud

Oracle Cloud

Benefits

Automation
(See Tools)

Usage based pricing/metering

Resource virtualization

Self-sufficiency

Pre-loaded, pre-packaged
features

)(See Tools

Single vendor responsibility

Robust orchestration platform
(See Tools)

Rolling maintenance
In-place upgrades by vendor

Definitions

Application containerization is an OS-level virtualization
method used to deploy and run distributed applications
without launching an entire virtual machine (VM) for each
app. Multiple isolated applications or services run on a single
host and access the same OS kernel. Containers work on
bare-metal systems, cloud instances and virtual machines,
across Linux and select Windows and Mac OSes.

Containerization

Application containers include the runtime components --
such as files, environment variables and libraries --
necessary to run the desired software.

Definition
Further Reading

Application Orchestration. Application or service
orchestration is the process of integrating two or more
applications and/or services together to automate a process,
or synchronize data in real-time

Orchestration

)Software Orchestration Wiki

A general technology term that is used to describe any
process being automated through the use of computers and
computer software. Processes that have been automated
require less human intervention and less human time to
deliver.

Automation
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